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Lymphatic system diagram

The lymphatic system is a network of low-pressure vessels that provides a pathway for the return of the mediated fluid to the vascular network of the blood. There is a network of lymphatic ducts throughout the body. It moves fluids into the circulatory system, while also providing important immune functions. To bathe the body's cells and provide nutrients, nearly 20 liters of blood plasma is filtered through
capillary every day. A large part of this tissue fluid moves directly into the veins, and returns to the heart. However, the lymphatic system processes nearly 20% of this fluid, which escapes capsules and cells. The lymphatic system includes open veins, lymph nodes, and organs such as tonsils, spleen, and timus. Unlike the blood vascular system, lymphatic circulation is not a closed ring. Creates a one-
directional lymphatic flow towards the heart. Lymphatic re-mounts the cardiovascular system in subclass veins located near the neck. The lymphatic system diagram shows the image of lymphatic circulation, with a network of lymph vessels, and major organs and nodes. There are two major functions of the lymphatic system. The first is the discharge of inter-pacifier fluid and maintaining the balance of fluid
between the blood and tissue fluid. The latter fights infection and mediates immunity. Lymphatic circulation is essential for hemostasis since it maintains fluid balance between tissues and blood vessels. This role is revealed when there is an injury to a lymph node. Water redemption, also known as lymphatic, in one limb is one of the side effects of a blockage within a vein or lymph node. This is especially
the case after cancer treatment since surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy can injure this complex network. Lymphatic can be mild or severe, which sometimes even leads to thickening of the skin and compromised immunity. Lymphedam in the image above, both legs show some lymphaticity, with the right foot showing more swelling. Lymphocytes are a group of white blood cells found in nodes and
organs of the lymphatic system. They include B cells, T cells, and normal killer cells. Lymph vessels collect tissues around the liquid in a non-specific way. That is, the lymphatic system often carries pathogens from different parts of the body to the lymph nodes. B cells and T cells of the adaptive immune system in addition to circulating through the body live in the lymph nodes. The maturation of T cells as
well as antibody production from B cells is driven by exposure to pathogens in the lymph nodes. Other immune cells, such as dendrite cells, have a supporting function in the adaptive immune system and provide antigens in a manner that stimulates the Trinity and produces antibodies. The presence of macrophages, with wide finger-like predictions called pseudopods, allows the lymph node to trap foreign
objects, filter lymphatics, and remove microorganisms. Many other body defenses are Out by lymphatic system. Different lymph vessels are drained into nodes located throughout the body. The veins are drained from the head and arms to the lymph nodes in the elbows and armpits. Lymphatic circulation is drained from visceral organs to nodes between the lungs or around the intestines. These nodes are
converted into central points where the contents of the intermediate liquid are examined and many harmful substances are removed. While this usually means pathogens or cell residues, lymph nodes are also the first colonial point for metastatic cancer cells. In fact, surgery for breast cancer can involve eliminating major axle lymph nodes as a precautionary measure. Traditional medicine in many countries
pay attention to lymph nodes and sees their optimal performance as very important for maintaining good health. Lymphatic circulation is made up of lymph vessels, lymph nodes and organs such as tymus, tonsils, and spleen. Lymph vessels have very thin walls. They have an internal layer of andothal cells and a layer of smooth muscles and valves that prevent the retarded flow of the liquid. Lymph vessels
are connected to the surrounding tissue through connective tissues called adontia. Each lymphatic vessel consists of regular serial structural and functional units called lymphanges. Lymphange is a part of a lymphatic vessel that is bound by semilonar valves on both sides. When the smooth circular muscles of these vessels contract, the lymph is transferred from one lymphagione to the next lymphatic.
Lions ensure the single conduction movement of the lymphatic fluid. Contraction of the skeletal muscles around these vessels can also have the strength of lymphatic movement. The lymphatic vein represents how lymphatic propellants along the lymph vessels. These organs are small bean-shaped structures made from complexly arranged tissues. They play a dual role in circulation and the immune
system. Lymph nodes are present deep in the body near the lungs and intestines, as well as near the surface, as seen in clusters of lymphatic tissues near the armpits and groin. Prosperous lymph vessels arrive on the knot-filled side. Afar's veins are removed from the conical surface hillum. Each lymph node is covered by a fibrous capsule that also makes finger-like predictions to the lymph node itself.
These predictions provide mechanical support and structure while also dividing the lymph node into a number of lobules. The structure of the lymph node shows the cross section image of a lymph node, with incoming and outgoing veins, their valves, fiber capsules, and subordinates called nodes. Connective tissues within the lymph node provide attachment sites for immune system cells. The lymph node
contains B cells, T cells, macrophages and dendrite cells. An infection enlarges the lymph nodes. Tymus is a primary lymphoid organ in which T cells mature. The organ has two lobes, each of which is divided into the external cortex and Medulla. T-cell maturation is facilitated by tymus epithelial cells when they provide antigens to these evolving lymphocytes. As T cell precursors mature inside the tymus,
two events occur. The first is a positive choice that confirms if the T cell has receptors capable of detecting MHC molecules that will provide antigens. The latter is a negative choice that removes T cells that attack the body's tissues and the static flora because they respond to antigens from these cells. Positive selection occurs in the timic cortex before the maturation of T cells towards the medullary region
for negative selection. A large part of the T cells do not successfully navigate these two selection steps. When negative choices are not strict, it can lead to autoimmune disorders. Tonsils are lymphoid organs contain antigen-providing cells called M cells. These cells warn B cells and T cells within the organ. Tonsils are located towards the back of the throat, at the intersection of respiratory and
gastrointestinal passages. This makes tonsils the first line of defense against swallowed and inhaled pathogens. The spleen is primarily associated with RBC turnover, but it also plays a role in the lymphatic system, clearing bacteria and other pathogens coated with antibodies. Cell-mediated immunity from T cells is also seen in the spleen. There are two common disorders affecting lymphatic circulation -
either water redemption in tissues due to disruption of lymphatic drainage, or swelling of the lymph nodes. Both of these disorders can come from a number of causes, from damage to veins and nodes, to infection or cancer. Lymphedam can be caused by certain medications, radiotherapy, infections caused by bacteria or even parasitic worms. Lymphatic phylariasis, also known as phylliasis, is a common
disease in many tropical countries that spreads through mosquito vectors. The causing factors are nematodes with a large proportion, caused by Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia malayi. Sometimes, other diseases such as tuberculosis, leprosy, or recurrent streptoca infections can also cause lymphatic drainage to be affected, leading to lymphedamum. Lymphomas are a group of cancers that come from
the unchecked growth of lymphocytes. Most lymphomas are diagnosed after growing painlessly on a lymph node. While there are many subtypes of lymphomas based on cell type and location, the two main categories are Hodgkin's lymphoma and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. Ironically, severe itching is a common early symptom of lymphoma. It is most likely mediated by small molecules called cytokines that
can act as neuromodulators, thus creating a sense of itching. Lupus is an autoimmune disorder in which immune system cells attack body tissue. The condition can be presented differently in any person since it can contain practically any tissue in the body. Joint pain and fatigue are common symptoms. The disease leads to enlarged lymph nodes. Great.
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